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Guess who didn't come to dinner
by Holly Schoenfeld
The 14th annual Ox Roast was held
Saturday, September 18, and many of
those attending were surprised by the
absence of one of the main participantsthe ox.
Hope freshman Matt Hester and Robin
Reed both felt the service was terrific,
but were disappointed the ox didn't showup.
Western food service did come up with
a good substitute-roast beef served with
baked beans, potato chips, carrots,
pickles and chocolate cake.
Hope College President Gordon Van
Wylen and Holland Mayor Richard Smith
attended the event held at Windmill
Island, along with Hope students and
residents of Holland.
One major problem occurred when the
servers ran out of baked beans. Hope
chemistrv professor Don Friedrich, who

Harpsichordist
Music of Johann Sebastian Bach will be
the theme of a harpsichord recital to be
presented at Hope College Sunday,
September 26 by Edward Parmentier of
the University of Michigan.
The recital will be presented in Wichers
Auditorium of the Nykerk Hall of Music
at4:00p.m.
The public Is Invited. Admission Is free.
A specialist In the harpsichord music of
J.S. Bach and the French claveclnistes,
Parmentier has performed widely
throughout the United States.
He studied harpsichord with Albert
Fuller (Jullllard School) and Gustave
Leonhardt (Amsterdam Conservatory)
and holds degrees In classics and
muslcology from Princeton and In
humanities form Harvard.

was serving at the time, kept on his toes
and brought some more to the large
crowd. Dave Vanderwel, associate dean
of students, also served those little brown
nuggets.
For everyone's listening enjoyment, a
local band played in front of the Windmill
Island gift shop and snack bar.
A few locals gave their opinion of the
day.
"The food was really good, great service," one family commented.
Another person in attendance put it this
way: "It's marvelous, good music, good
food, nice people and I'm glad Hope won
the football game."
But the ultimate question still remains.
If anyone should know the whereabouts of
"Theordore" the ox, please contact the
food service office.

to

visit

As an organist, Parmentier specializes
In the performance of the German and
French Baroque repertoire on tracker Instruments.
A faculty member of the University of
Michigan, he teaches harpsichord,
ensemble performance and music
history. He is also a member of the Board
of Trustees of the Academy for the Study
and Performance of Early Music, an affiliate of the University of Michigan
School of Music, and participates actively
In that organization. He Is director of the
Early Music Ensemble at the Unlverlsty
of Michigan and directs the Consort of
Voices, an Ann Arbor-based chorus of
townspeople and students who perform
Renaissance and Baroque music.
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A wet Dean Genie, a participant In the "Dunk the Deans for Dystrophy," emerges
from the dunk tank (photo by Scott Hoffman)

Election Results
Announced
by Chuck Knebl
During Its Initial meetings of the next
few weeks. Student Congress will be
deciding how It should fill out its rankssomething last week's election was supposed to do.
The congress Is 10 members short, of
total representation, despite last Friday's
election of six new members. The problem exists because a number of
residence halls failed to produce
nominees.
Dave "Van Dyke, first vice-president,
said Student Congress will decide how to
fill the empty seats from a number of
alternatives: the 23 members of the congress could double-up on committee
assignments; the congress could appoint
the losers of the recent election to the
body; or the congress could ask the
residence halls involved to get together
and appoint representatives.
Van Dyke said Cosmopolitan, Fraternal, Van Vleck, and Durfee presently do
not have any representatives on Student
Congress and that Kollen, off-campus and
the cottages are short representatives.

The following are those students who
were recently elected to Student Congress: Greg Tlmmer, Voorhees; Ravi
Bhaskar, College East Apartments; Annie Brown, Rich Kennedy and David Randall, representatives-at-large; MarkStid,
Emersonian.
The following s t u d e n t s w e r e
automatically appointed to the congress
because they were unopposed: Scott Lantay and Mike Mc Vicker, Kollen; Steve
Koops and Tim Custer, off-campus; Jeff
Porte, Arcadian; Erlka Evers, Brumler;
Leslie Harlan, Gilmore; Lisa Evers, Jill
Wenzlaff and Kristine Weschler,
Dykstra; Emily Wang and Bruce
Kutsche, Phelps; Doug Lehman, cottages; Deb Frye, Lichty.
Each spring the election for officers to
Student Congress takes place. Last spring
1982-83 officers who were elected are:
Rick Dernberger, president; Dave Van
Dyke, first vice president; and Jim
Shields, second vice president. Full
representation on Student Congress.is 33
students.
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Where Were
the Students?

Review of the News

On Saturday, September 11, the Hope community was extremely fortunate to host the Mitchell-Ruff Jazz Duo and tap dancers
CO
Chuck Green and Honi Coles. The turnout for these Internationally
acclaimed artists was fair but not tremendous--in fact, the attendance was not even good: nevertheless, audience members tapped feet and showered the four with a thunderous standing ovation, indicating spontaneous approval and delight. The performers were truly superb. If asked, most, if not all, of the audience would have agreed gladly to return the next week, and for
twice the price. But, unfortunately, the number of these enthusiasts was few, and what is more, many were professors and
Holland community members.
What of the majority of the student body, 2530 Hopeites? Studying, partying...perhaps remarking upon yet another dull weekend
evening in backward Holland where "there's nothing to do"?
Granted, Holland is no booming metropolis. But there are
notable cultural activities available to the students conveniently
and at low cost. A prime example is the Great Performance Series
which will feature four classical music events and a dramatic performance by actor John Houseman in addition to the MitchellRuff concert; for all six performances, season tickets cost a mere
five dollars apiece (approximately $.83 per performance). Yet only 215 season tickets were sold, marking a response from less than
one tenth of the student body. In a booming metropolis, such performances might easily run between fifteen and thirty dollars
each-for balcony seats.
Why is attendance at such events so poor?
Consider the wealth of cultural opportunities available at Hope.
Investigate these as a fine chance for cultural growth as a part of
your liberal arts education. And most of all, enjoy them. They are
lanned for you.
W
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One Voter's Opinion

T
n the
thp Editor
F^itnr
To
First of all, I would like to urge all eligible Hope Students to register for the upcoming election. Registration can be done
at Holland City Hall, only a few blocks
from campus, and the registration
deadline is one month before the election.
Secondly, I would urge you all to reelect incumbent Congressman Mark SllJander, the Republican candidate for the
4th District of Michigan. Slljander has,
within a short time in Congress, gained
national prominence and high acclaim.
He was recently named 44a super
achiever of the 'SO's" in a national
magazine, and another major magazine
called Slljander "one of Congress' Conservative Leaders." Republican leaders
in every capacity have lauded his performance by signing a letter calling him
"one of the truly effective Congressmen."
Elected when 29 years old, he is one of the
youngest members of Congress.
After receiving Bachelors and Masters
degrees In Political Science, Slljander
began his career In local government and
went on to serve three terms in the
Michigan House of Representatives.
After this, Slljander won a special election to fill the Congressional seat of David
Stockman on April 21,1981.
Siljander's many and varied accomplishments include his designation as
"taxpayer's best friend" by the National
Taxpayers Union. He also Introduced the
Housing and Automobile Recovery Act of
1982, which if enacted, will create two
million jobs and reduce the Federal

deficit by some 55 billion dollars. Slljander helped shape the Small Business
Innovation Act. He was a co-sponsor of
the Slow-Pay Bill, which when enacted
will require the Federal Government to
pay its obligations to those who do
business with the government.
Slljander also fought for an amendment
which would require loans to be concentrated in areas of high unemployment,
such as Michigan. Slljander also Introduced a balanced budget, tax limitation resolution, a concept supported by
President Reagan.
Agriculture is an important part of the
economy in the 4th district of Michigan.
Slljander Is well aware of this fact and
has produced an impressive record on
agriculture issues including succeeding
in passing an amendment for stronger
embargo protection for farm produce. Slljander also co-sponsored legislation to
place a one year moratorium on FHA
F arm F oreclosures.
I have just listed a few of the more Important bills that Slljander has sponsored
or co-sponsored. In addition to those mentioned he has influenced many, many
more bills and legislation. Slljander truly
deserves his title as "a super achiever" in
Congress. If you would like more information on Slljander or any of the
Republican Candidates, it is available at
the Ottawa County Representative Headquarters on 8th Street in Holland. The
phone number there Is 396-3791. .
by Pete Klsken

V

Tuesday, September 14

Friday, September 17

Princess Grace of Monaco, the former
Grace Kelly who starred in such film
classics as "High Noon" and "The Country Girl", died today in a Monaco hospital
about 36 hours after her car crashed 120
feet down a mountainside. She was 52.
Wednesday, September 15
In a one-word, handwritten decision
which simply said "Denied", U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor refused to rescue the Grand
Rapids School District's "shared-time"
program for this school year. Earlier
court decisions ruled "shared-time"
violated c o n s t i t u t i o n a l p r i n c i p l e s
separating church and state.

The UAW's Chrysler bargaining council voted narrowly to recommend
ratification of the tentative contract
reached earlier In the week with Chrysler
Corp. The closeness of the vote, 262-to-249,
signaled difficulty for the contract when
It goes to the UAW rank and file for
ratification.
Saturday, September 18
Hundreds of men, women and children
were massacred in two Palestinian
refugee camps on the outskirts of Beirut,
Lebanon apparently by Lebanese Christian militiamen given control of the
camps by Israeli occupation forces. The
U.N. Security Council convened an urgent
meeting Saturday night to consider sending troops Into west Beirut.

Right to Life will
influence elections
by Rick Pluta
In the August Primary elections, one
special interest which seems to have
gained some Influence Is Right to Life, an
organization opposed to abortion. Right to
Life, amongst other related things, is lobbying for a United States Constitutional
amendment "protecting the unborn from
conception to birth."
The Right to Life endorsement is based
on a candidate's support of the constitutional amendment and other "Pro-Life"
issues.
The Right to Life political action committees provide support for Right to Life
endorsed candidates through Election
Day telephone calls to "Pro-Life"
households reminding these people to
vote, polling services, door to door campaigning, etc.
In the August election. Right to Life
contributed to the victory of William Van
Regenmorter as the Republican nominee
for State Representative In the 55th State
House District, which includes a large
portion of Holland.
Congressman Mark Silgander might
have lost his bid for reelection without the
support of Right to Life. Siljander's 4th
District seat Includes about a third of Ottawa county.
According to a Right to Life source.
Republican Gubernatorial Candidate
Richard Headlee attributed a large portion of his victory to the help he received
from the Right to Life organization.
Right to Life support did not help
Democratic Gubernatorial hopeful
William Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald soundly
lost to Congressman James Blanchard.
When asked if state-wide Right to Life
had more success In the Republican or.
Democratic primaries, Bonnie Kolk,
VIce-Chairman of Orgnizatlons for Right
to Life of Michigan, responded that the
results were "quite equal" on both sides
of the primaries. According to Kolk,
"Right to Life cannot get a condldate
elected-some people think we can...We
can make a difference In a close election.
Other special interests were not as successful in the Aujust election.
Democrat Kerry Kammer hoped to win
his party's nomination for Governor of
Michigan with a campaign based largely
on his anti-gun control position and support from the politically potent National
Rifle Association. Kammer finished sixth
out of seven candidates.
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L. Brooks Patterson, considered to be
largely a law and order candidate (Patterson was the driving force behind the
movement to bring the death penalty
back to Michigan), finished third out of
four candidates for the Republican
nomination for Governor of Michigan.
The movement to balance the budget
and the now (albeit temporarily, it would
seem) defunct ERA movement did not
appear to gain enough momentum to
greatly effect any of the races for statewide office.
As the Right to Life has not endorsed
the Democratic candidate for Governor
James Blanchard or the incumbent
Democratic Senator Donald Riegle, Right
to Life will be allied with the Republican
Party in the race for state-wide offices.
Opposing this coalition will be the
Democratic Party and organized labor, in
such forms as the AFL-CIO and the
United Auto Workers.
The elections in November may rest
largely on which group. Right to Life or
organized labor, can pack the most
political punch.
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that most of us feel some degree of
respect for those like Dan Rutt, who can
step forward and say, "this law is
Ben Vook and Beth Cooper
wrong," regardless of whether or not we
f l r T l f h i n k that we should be men first,
agree with their position.
and subjects afterward. It is not desirable
. Those of you who know me personally
to cultivate a respect for the law, as for
are aware that Dan Rutt and I don't exthe right'-Henry David Thoreau, "Civil
actly see eye-to-eye on political Issues,
Disobedience"
. and especially on topics such as pacifism
In these words, Thoreau summarizes a
and selective service registration. Still, I
concept basic to the American liberal
must say that I admire Dan for his ability
ideology: the idea that human law is
to stand behind his convictions. However,
always subject to higher principles of
this kind of appeal to higher standards Is
Justice and morality. Following in the
too often equated only with dissent and
tradition of Thoreau, and others, have
rebellion. My question, then, concerns the
been numerous American political and
other side of the coin. What about civil
social dissenters, right to the steps of our
own Hope College. It seems fair to say obedience?

Let us look at the case of draft registration. Those who resist the registration
process are risking political harassment,
fines, and Imprisonment for what they
believe to be more important. But those
who do register are also facing the
possibility of severe consequences. They
face the possibility of being sent off to the
hellish conditions of war, which Includes
the possibility of their own death. Yet
there are some, myself Included, who
made a conscientious decision to register
for the draft, a decision based on the
belief that what we were doing was right.
We also had the options of full resistance,
conscientious objection, or full com-

pllance. And some of us looked to higher j
principles and decided to register. Not
because complying with the law itself is <
right, but because registering for the
selective service p r o g r a m a s an
American citizen Is right.
Thus, my contention is not that Thoreau
Is wrong. Nor do I care at this time to
argue the moral status of the draft.
Rather, my point Is that higher standards
of Justice and ethics are not limited to the
realm of civil disobedience. A conscious,
conscientious act of civil obedience, such
as registering for the draft, Is equally
significant, and equally deserving of
respect.-B.V.

Understanding the
Big Blue Marble
You have probably heard of the International Relations Club (IRC). It has
been a part of the college community for
about thirty years and Is composed of
both American and i n t e r n a t i o n a l
students. Its objective Is to provide the
broadest possible opportunity for International and Intercultural understanding.
The organization strives to bring an
awareness of cultures and nations other
than one's own.
We, the executive committee of the
club, stress that the organization Is for
the whole student body, not Just for International students. We see International
and Intercultural understanding as a
goal, and this Involves the understanding
among peoples of various culturalnational backgrounds. We emphasize International and Intercultural understanding not only because it is essential for an
educated person In the modern world, but
also because It Is vital in maintaining
world peace.

To reach our objective, we will be
organizing activities of ethnic or International flavor. Among the numerous activities we will have are film shows, fun
social parties, lectures and discussions,
as well as the famous annual International Food Fair. We hope that these provide meaningful, enjoyable extracurricular activities for the college community and also create opportunities for
interactions between American students
and international students, which will
lead to better understanding and friendship.
The IRC will provide lasting rewards to
those who strive to achieve its purpose
and become Involved In its activities. In
turn, the organization will benefit from
the strength and variety of Interests.
If you desire a close community and
want to meet peoples of diverse
backgrounds, then the IRC has got the
program for you.

Hill

The IRC executive committee tndudes Hoa Nguyen (pvesldent), Mo-sze hui v.
president), Barbara Rowson (secretary), Solomon Glzaw (treasurer) and Ross
Sweetman (Student Congress Representative).
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Help the Hungry
by Billy Beaver
Five hundred million people living in
the world are seriously malnourished
(Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations estimate). These five
hundred million aren't starving to death,
but they can and do die more easily
because they cannot fight the*411nesses
and diseases arising out of their
malnourishment. But what are numbers?
Anyone reading these statistics can easily
disassociate himself from the figures and
not feel any responsibility or need to help
stop this world problem.
Many citizens of the Western nations
cannot understand this dilemma, for it is
not a part of their lives. This is especially
true for Hope people, most of whom have
been brought up In middle-class opulence
and the easy accessibility of food. We
may complain of bad food when eating at
Western, but It Is food fit for a king In the
eyes of those who starve day after day,
year after year.
m e r e are some here at Hope who have
not been so fortunate. They've seen their
neighbors, or themselves, In a state of
starvation or malnourishment. they know
what it's like to see a baby deformed

because the mother hadn't enough food to
nourish her yet unborn child. They've
seen skeletons In a sack of skin walking
around, oftenwlth a bloated stomach due
to malnourishment. The rest of us who
haven't had these experiences need to be
made aware of the problem and to feel
sensitive to the needs of those who are
starving.
A genuine concern for the problem and
a belief that somehow, however minimally, the problem can be eased. Is what brings the members of the Hope College
World Hunger Committee together each
week. We learn about various situations
and histories In all parts of the world, we
discuss them, and we plan and do things
to help counteract this world-wide dllemn a . We need your help, for nothing can
j e done when no one Is there to do It.

JUNIORS
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Baggy wide cords-$26
Regular Cheeno's wide
cord
$24
J pocket Cheeno's
poly/rayon
$24
All colors and sized
3 / 4 - 13/14

Open Mon. & Fri.

Nights Til 9 PJti.
V ' w

Downtown on HollamTi Mall
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Of all the majors available at Hope...
by Heather Decker and Jim Elckhoff
The chemistry major is subject to one
of the stiffest stereotypes on campus:
thick glasses, calculators, spotless labcoats, and fourteen syllable word
vocabularies. Chemistry majors take a
lot of unnecessary flack. Most people consider them as loners who hide behind test
tubes, bubbling beakers, and unintelligible formulas. "They're weird."
However, this stereotype doesn't hold
true for most chemistry majors I know on
campus. Some run cross country, several
of them are Greeks, and some even come
out of their laboratories long enough to go
to a party on the weekend. I can't picture
them turning into the Dr. Jekell and Mr.
Hyde types.
What do I think of Hope chemistry majors? They're people out to discover new
medicine, new solutions to old problems,
someday maybe even the cure for cancer.
I think it's ridiculous to stereotype them
due to their Intelligence and interests
(Can they help it if they want to go to grad
school?). Chemistry fascinates me even
though I have no personal desire to study
it. So back off the chem majors, okay?
But once again a slight bias comes into
play regarding my viewpoint: one of my
best friends is a chem major.
Here are two opinions on the subject
from our campus:
"One of the reasons I came to Hope was
because of the good reputation of its
chemistry department. I have a lot of
respect for the department for the unique
opportunities it offers in research and
employment, and for Its good placement
record. The only drawback I've seen Is
that It often gets too caught up In
upholding Its reputation and as a result
overwhelms many good students."
Barb Coon - Senior - Jackson, MI.
"I think the chemistry department at
Hope has a good reputation. However, the
only direct contact I had with the department was through an elementary education class. The professor was very
helpful, but I'm not Interested enough to
take any more classes.
Jeanne Boonstra - Senior - Holland, MI.
No further quotes were available due to
the overwhelming Analyt. exam held
Tuesday.

Why Chemistry?
William Mungall came to Hope College pret general data. With this knowledge,
In 1971. He received his B.A. at State the "why's" of a particular problem and
University of New York at Buffalo and the alternative choices of an Issue can be
received his Ph.D. at Northwestern better understood. The second type of
University. Those who Join Mr. Mungall chemistry curriculum Is that of service
in the chemistry department are: Mr. courses. These courses are aimed at
Boyer, Mr. Brink, Mr. Doyle, Mr. those majoring In another subject
Friedrich, Mr. Jekel, Mr. Seymour, and (biology, nursing, or geology for examMr. Williams.
ple) but need the chemical background in
their field. The service courses are more
MMmmmLX
concerned with content. Dr. Mungall
believes it is important to provide the in...
formation on how chemistry intertwines
*
with their particular discipline. For example, the pre-medlcal minded student
may need to know the uses of Benzoyl
methylecgonine and its chemical composition.
The third component of the chemistry
department is Its majors program. These
r
courses are the knuckle scraping classes
. , • . JV
of the department. The chem major Is
Mil
confronted with examining covalent and
N
'• •' v
4
ionic Inorganic substances and the
Not only does the chemistry depart- theoretical concepts and the implications
ment deal with the basics of organic syn- of these for chemical systems, for examthesis to the complex mathematics of the ple. Dr. Mungall stressed that In this
Schrodinger equatum, they are aware of phase of the chem curriculum there Is a
the needs of the liberal arts student at strong "commitment to preparing
Hope College. This is evident in their students for career and educational
three-fold philosophy of education:. 1) the goals." However, he was quick to add
scientific education of the liberal arts stu- "the humanities Is a vital aspect of an
dent, 2)service courses, and 3)the education and all are expected to get a
chemistry major program. Dr. Mungall flavor of other disciplines."
expressed the non-chem major Is as Important as the chem major working on
Walking hand-in-hand with the chem
research. The non-major courses are major program is the student research
geared to teach the student the program. "This research experience Is a
philosophy, practical application, and one-to-one professional involvement of
evaluation of scientific data and not facts, students and faculty in scholarly activifigures, and complex synthesis pro- ty." A student carries out an experiment
cesses Dr. Mungall stressed that In the and gathers the data which is presented
non-major program, "We are not here to to the professor. The professor, who is
train scientists but rather give an ap- working on a particular project, analyzes
preciation of another discipline." He the data and Incorporates the Information
feels in a world with weekly periodicals Into his project.
filled with scientific data and vocabulary,
How are these research projects fundit is crucial that one Knows how to Inter- ed? Most funding comes from two
• .

• . .

sources: private funding and help from
Hope College. Dr. Mungall emphasized
that the funds donated for research come
primarily from private funding and not
entirely from tuition money. For example, the National Science Foundation and
the American Chemical Society are
generous donors to the research program. Dr. Mungall also pointed out the Indebtedness to Hope College for setting up
connections and friendly relations with
private donors.
Another Important activity of the
chemistry department is the Seminar
Series. Dr. Mungall stated that the
Seminar Series "provides students and
faculty with the opportunity to hear about
the most recent advances in chemistry
and to meet with scientists from other
universities and Industry. A time is
reserved so that each speaker can meet
with students to discuss research problems, graduate schools, and careers."
Those who make the lecture appearance
pay their own expenses and take time off
from their own research. Dr. Mungall expressed that all are welcome to the
seminars.
The chemistry department does more
than wear white lab coats and safety goggles and examine molecular configurations. The Chemistry Club is an active
group which "sponsored many social as
well as chemistry related activities."
Last year John Griffin and Linda Wang
"thrilled" kids with a chemistry magic
show at the Grade School Chemistry Day.
Also, an intense rivalry has developed
between the biology department and the
chemistry department when members
walk onto the softball field or volleyball
court. And the Chem Club Spring Roast is
another popular event in which the
seniors "roast the faculty with a candid,
uninhibited spoof of each professor."
The chemistry department is concerned
with the education of every student. The
non-major Is an Important person Just as
is the major. As Dr. Mungall stated
earlier, "We are not here to train scientists. The most Important aspect In my
mind Is the Interaction of teacher and student."

Doyle warns scientists of shrinking research funds
Dr. Michael Doyle, Professor of
Chemistry at Hope, told the American
Chemical Society Thursday, September
16, that limits placed on funding for
research at undergraduate colleges and
universities could mean drastic changes
in the future for these institutions.
Doyle spoke at the national meeting of
the society in Kansas City, Missouri and
told the scientists that undergraduate
research "received a damaging setback
in the current administration's decision
to terminate programs such as the National Science Foundation's
Undergraduate Research Participation
Program."
The Hope chemistry professor, who
earlier this year was selected as one of six
recipients of the prestigious national
chemistry teacher catalyst award by the
Chemical Manufacturers Association,
said the chemistry departments of the 128

unoer-graduate msutuuons noted for
their research activities received less
than their counterparts at graduate
research universities.
Doyle, a Hope faculty member since
1968, does not believe private industry is a
viable funding source for four-year colleges. In 1W0, private industry contributed only $850,000 in 103 grants to 123
private undergraduate institutions for
chemistry-related activities. 'In constrast, he said, private industry spent
more than $200 million to support
graduate university programs.
"Their Interests, and I have been told
this quite bluntly by several, are in scientists who have received the Ph.D. degree
and engineers. Colleges such as ours only
produce the 'feedstock' of these potential
employees and, In the opinion of many,
undergraduate students are not capable
of handling substantive research pro-

grams," Doyle said.
He added that "the nation cannot afford,
the placement of undergraduate institutions In a 'second class' role In research
and educational operations."
Undergraduate schools are also experiencing difficulty in attracting new
faculty and maintaining their productivity, Doyle asid, and migration of capable
faculty from undergraduate institutions
to positions in industries or universities
can be seen.
Doyle said that out of a $90 million National Science Foundation budget for
chemistry in fiscal 1982, less than $1
mUlion is currently expended for private
undergraduate schools.

ing " o n e of only a h a n d f u l of
undergraduate institutions who has competed successfully In these universitybiased programs."
The most recent study detailing the
high quality of the Hope chemistry program was published in the Journal of
Chemical Education in 1981. When compared with scores in departments of
similar colleges, Hope was ranked first or
second in every category, which included
the number of National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowships awarded to
Hope seniors.
The NSF has awarded the college
g r a n t s to support u n d e r g r a d u a t e
research for 16 of the past 18 years. During
the past five years Hope students have coDoyle, a graduate of the College of St.
Thomas in St. Paul, Minn, and who holds authored more than 60 scientific publications and papers presented at scienUfic
a Ph.D. from Iowa State University, com- meetings.
manded Hope's research program for be-
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Hope contributes
to world record

Hope Senior Excels
in Computer Research
by JUlane Vaacter Ark
Linda J. Miller, a senior at Hope, spent
a summer in Oak Ridge, Tenn. working
with computers and furthering her career
In this area. She completed a 10-week
summer student research appointment in
the U.S. Department of Energy's Student
Research Participation Program.
Miller, a computer science major from
Glenn Ellyn, 111., enjoyed her summer
and the experience it gave her working on
a computetprogram.
"I was given a project from my supervisor and then I worked Independently,"
she said.

gave Miller a better attltude about graduate studies In computers. She realizes that she does not
want to be a computer programmer all
her life, although she would like to continue her Involvement in the area.
" I l i k e t o b e o u t a n d about and with peopie, and not always sitting at a desk."
"The student research participation
program Introduces students to a
nonacademlc research environment and
encourages them to further their education In research-related fields," said A1
Wohlpart, director of University Programs, Oak Ridge Associated Univer4
sities.
„.
Since the program began In 1958, more
Let's examine how the Manifesto than 2000 students from • a variety of
manifests Itself on our campus. For exacademic disciplines In the life, physical,
ample, where are the people that don't atand social sciences; mathematics; and
tend community hour? Are some meeting engineering have been selected for sumon their own? Think back to last weekmer appointments relating to energy proIt's 11:00...Do you remember where your
duction, utUlzatlon, conservation, and
roommate was? Also, did you ever notice
their social Implications.
the people who have been wearing red
Applicants must have completed their
docksiders? They're probably the same
Junior year. The application deadline for
students who took Russian this summer
the 1983 summer program Is January 31,
to fulfill their language requirement. And
1983, and appointments are announced by
Just last Saturday I was appaUed to see a
late March.
student In the cafeteria cutting his steak
with a sickle! This Is Just as subversive to
our country's beliefs as saving naval lint
and becoming a surrogate mother! And I
don't like It.
I'm paying good money to attend this
college and the last thing 1 need is to rub
elbows with a bunch of preppy marxists.
Hope College presently supports clubs
and organizations ad infinitum such as
AED, ACS, FCS, FCA and the next thing
you know we'll be backing the FCC-the
Fellowship of Communist Comrades!
But we can band together and fight this
Infiltration! Over the next week I'd like
you to reflect on this situation and ask
yourself, "Do I want Hope's orange and
blue anchor to turn into a red hammer
and sickle?" I say, "Nyet!"

Her research Involved the Initial design
and Implementation of a modern version
of an orbit code for cyclotron beam quailstudies.
Miller feels Hope has a very good,
-broadly based, computer science program which gives majors an overall
background. Miller was among 67 of the
nation's top students selected from 296
applicants to work and learn In DOE's
research faculties. She was assigned to
Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division's Computer Sciences Division.

The experience

Primal Scream: Scared Red

by Annie Brown
Did you ever stop to consider that your
roomate, that body living in the other loft
and who secretly siphons your toothpaste,
may be a member of the K.G.B.? "I'm
sure!" You exclaim. But the press is frequently printing stories of communist infiltration and with good reason-they are
here. I'm not suggesting that the communists are hiding out only In the important U.S. metropolitan areas such as
Zeeland and Grand Haven, not to mention
Overeisel. I'm referring to trouble right
here in "Tulip City" and that trouble
starts with ,4 T" and that rhymes with MC"
and that stands for communism!

hrgan

Hope College can consider itself part of
a world record recently set.
The Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh,
president of the University of Notre
Dame, Is scheduled to go Into the Guinness Book of World Records this spring
f o r ' having the greatest number of
honorary degrees.
Hesburgh received his 90th honorary
degree June 12, 1982, from Kalamazoo
College to break the previous record of 89
held by former U.S. President Herbert
Hoover.
Hesburgh taUled a record nine degrees
. in 1981, one of which was received from
Hope during his convocation address
here.

T ry SAC
The Social Activities Committee Is accepting applications for membership on
the main planning board. Applications
are available In Dave Vanderwel's office
and are due there on Monday, September
27.
SAC encourages everyone Interested In
becoming Involved with student social activities to apply. If you do not feel able to
commit yourself to a position on the main
planning board, SAC is also Interested In
participants at the subcomlttee level,
which requires no application. Anyone is
welcome as Is any amount of contribution. If you are interested In subcomlttee
work stop by the SAC office or call Susan
White at extentlon 6160.

Quinii

Classics

Experience Philadelphia
by Julia Antonietta
Now that you're settled into the old,
familiar college routine, are you once
again being haunted by those gnawing
questions: "Is this really what I want to
do with my life?", "What kind of Job can I
expect to get with this major?" or even
"What do I want to do?" If so, perhaps
what you need Is a semester spent living
and working In Philadelphia.
The Philadelphia Urban Semester Program, open to aU majors decided and
undecided, offers students a chance to experience the urban working world firsthand through a field placement and
seminar classes. Participants use their
time In Philadelphia to gain valuable
work experience in their chosen fields, investigate possible careers and experiment with urban Uving.

Tuition for the program is approximately the same as Hope's, although additional costs, such as housing, food,
transportatlonand entertainment are the
student's responslbUity. The student is
awarded sixteen credits for the semester
which may be applied to specific courses
upon return to campus.
If you're Interested In obtaining more
information, a Philadelphia Urban
Semester Representative will be in the
Kletz on Tuesday, September 28 from 11-1
and in 219 Lubbers from 4-6 p.m. Several
alumni will also be on hand to answer
questions and share experiences pertaining to Philadelphia.
Professor Tony Mulderman, the
Philadelphia Urban Semester advisor,
may also be contacted in the BusinessEcon building for more Information.

Talk about versatility... Morgan Quinn's®
Classics go with just about everything. Suede
leather uppers and a flexible bottom for the
ultimate in comfort and good looks.
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A Sharing of Cultures
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by Susan Benedict
Wichers Auditorium held an enormous
crowd as Japan Night, featuring the Melji
Gakuin students and some volunteers, got
under way Wednesday night, September
fifteenth.
The program started with an introduction by the Mistress of Ceremony, MeHyun Cho. After a few brief words from
Ms. Cho, a short slide show with pictures
featuring Meiji Gakuin University and
scenes of the surrounding Tokyo area
such as Mount Fuji, Buddist Shrines, and
Japanese Kentucky Fried Chicken
restaurants was presented.
Many Japanese songs were sung, including a Meiji Gakuin University song,
Japanese folk songs and the well-loved
"Sakura Sakura" (Cherry Blossom). The
audience was asked to participate in the
latter and did so with great enthusiasm.
Also included in the evening's entertainment was a demonstration of the
Japanese art of Fencing. Professor
Tariho Fukuda gave a short explanation
of the art covering such details as the
basic patterns, the four body points, and
the a r t ' s origins. After Professor
Fukuda's explanation, Osamu Takamiya

iv.v. •

and Kutsuhiro Yajima gave a breathtaking display of their talents in the art of
Japanese Fencing. When the display was
over, Professor Fukuda asked if anyone
in the audience would care to participate.
One brave young man accepted the
challenge, asking as he approached the
stage, ,4He isrVt going to hurt me, is he?"
Needless to say, the young man survived and the program continued with some
popular songs by 'Five Pretty Girls."
There was only one problem with this
part of the program: one of the five
wasn't very pretty-she turned out to be a
he. The "Five Pretty Girls" sang two
popular Japanese songs; "Younger Boy,
My Lover," and "Mermaid with Tanned
Skin".
After the "Girls" took their bows, the
program was moved to Snow Auditorium
for Japanese food and demonstrations of
Karate, flower arranging, paper folding
(oragami), traditional children's games,
and the traditional Japanese clothing
(kimonos).
The program was a very enjoyable and
educational way to spend an evening, and
it was the talent and enthusiasm of the
Meiji Gakuin students that made it so.
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photos by Jeff Hargrove

Tokyo to Holland: 7000 Miles Away
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Upon arriving in Holland, the students
by Brian Hughes
stayed
with families in this area and exEvery fall, for approximately one
month, Hope College hosts a group of perienced a little of what an American
Japanese students from Meljl Gakuin family is like. Toshlro feels "American
University, located in Tokyo, Japan. This people are very frank." The students also
is part of an ongoing relationship between commented on the fact that children in
Hope and Meiji Gakuin that has been ex- the United States say what they feel,
panded since its start in the 1800's when where as children in Japan, out of respect
Japanese students first came to Hope. for their parents, keep their comments to
The sixteen Japanese students, who left themselves.
early today, were participating in a proAfter spending a few days with their
i || |
gram that was initiated during a 1977 visit homestay families, the Japanese students
,v •
v
sJ A of Dr. Van Wylen to Meljl Gakuin Univer- met their Hope roommates and moved In.
sity on the occasion of their 100th anniver- Naoko found Kollen Hall to be "very
sary. Since then the program has evolved loud," but a learning experience. Yukiko,
:v :•::•;
into one of mutual exchange whereby a through her campus living experience,
group of Japanese students comes to the found relationships between boyfriend
USA and participates In an International and girlfriend to be very open with
Seminar, while Hope students, in turn, displays of affection, whereas in Japan,
have an opportunity during May term to showing one's emotions Is something one
study at Meljl Gakuin.
does In private, not In public.
A few friends and I had the chance one
We also talked about music, and how
evening to visit with four of the Japanese the Japanese students reacted to
students: Noriko Hoshl, a senior; Toshlro American groups. Toshlro said they were
Matsumato, a junior; Yuklko Monoe, a quite popular and that his favorite groups
%%•.*s-»."
I
junior; and Naoko Shibayama, a senior.
are Toto, Foreigner, Journey, and LoverBrian Hughes poses with Japanese friends Noriko Hoshi, Toshlro Matsumato
Even though all are majoring in boy. Noriko expressed more of an Interest
English, each having had about ten years In classical music, whereas Yukiko
of English instruction, they still have balanced claslcal with Queen and Rod
some difficulty in u n d e r s t a n d i n g Stewart. E n t e r t a i n m e n t for many
Americans because they find our way of Japanese students consists of a night at
speaking a lot different from their for- the discotheque.
malized Instruction. Yukiko said, "We
Soon the Japanese students will be back
study old and middle English which Is dif- In Tokyo, after visiting Boston and New
ferent from what you speak over here." York, and will once again be attending
by Anne Buckleltner
Eventually, Yuklko hopes to use her classes at Meiji Gakuin, as the school
Sitting for his interview, Professor.
After earning his Bachelor and Master
English In a capacity that would enable year there has already started. When askFukuda eyed the tape recorder I pulled
of Arts degrees, Fukuda headed back to her to travel frequently to the United ed if missing classes upset them, Yukiko
from my backpack. " T h a t ' s not
Japan to teach and work In the adStates, possibly by working for an Inter- expressed some concern about the buildJapanese, it's so big...you need a
ministration at Meljl Gakuin University,
national corporation or for a Japanese up of homework, but Naoko summed it up
Japanese recorder (gesturing) like so
and assume places on many Japanese
corporation that Is engaged In buslnes for the rest with an enthusiastic, "We
(miniscule)." Fukuda's eyes twinkled
National Advisory councils. Among his
with the USA.
don't mind."
before disappearing behind his glasses
advisory council memberships are the
and cheeks. Easing into sobriety, Fukuda
Youth Service, Child Welfare, Correcsettled himself, smoothed his blue silk tie,
tional Services, and Long-Range planning
and began telling his story to my bulky
for the 21st Century.
black American recorder.
When Fukuda speaks of the LongFukuda was born in Tokyo In 1924. He
Range Planning Commission, he enattended schools designed to produce
thusiastically leans forward and traces a
Japanese elite, the new leaders. His
map of Japan on the table top. He says the
education was cut short by World War II.
Commislon has envisioned a bridge spanWhen the war ended with the American
ning the Tokyo Bay with recreational
bombings of Horoshlma and Nagasaki,
facilities all along the bridge's side.
Fukuda became aware of the thousands
Because Japan has one-half the populaof %war orphans wandering Japanese
tion of the United States In an area the
streets. At the age of 19, Fukuda was Insize of Montana, space Is of the essence in
strumental in organizing a home for some
every facet of the Japanese life, and
of these orphans. The orpans In his home
4
space for recreation Is sparse.
ranged from 7 to 18 years of age.
Fukuda said the first Japanese export
Together, they raised the rice and other
was the folding fan. Before the folding
produce necessary for their survival.
fan, all fans were cumbersome, spaceFukuda stayed with the children for
consuming bundles of feathers and slats.
seven years, but realized that to advance
Today, as ever, the Japanese are preocin his social work he needed more educacupied with space conservation, and seek
tion. After earning a Bachelor of Arts
to fill every space with dual purpose
degree from Meiji Gakuin, Fukuda came
facllltles-as witnessed by the envisioned
to the United States to go to school at
Tokyo Bay Bridge-Recreational facility.
Bethel College and at the Hartford
v-; . •/v/ov
To maintain his serenity during his
Seminary Foundation.
action-packed days, Fukuda rises at four Dr. Fukuda and this year's visiting Meiji Gakuin studente (photo by Jeff
Fukuda said he had little heltatlon
o'clock each mornig to read and reflect. Hargrove)
about coming to the United States, though
At five o'clock he calls his family, and
th U.S. had bombed Japan. He seemed a
they "share a bit of green tea and perhaps
bit surprised that I would even think he
a sweet." When asked what time he went
might harbor any resentment. "It was
Sept. 23, Thursday
to bed, Mr. Fukuda raised his eyebrows
war, and in war all Is mixed up. We had and gave a long look, but good naturedly
m ; Bicentennial Lecture: Or,
7:00, ppm;
w™*™™ Lecture: Dr.
8:00 pm; Air Jam: Phelps; free
been aggressive, and so had to accept replied that "like a child, I go to bed at ten r ; i c h o , a i Bootima, "Party Politics in
10:00 pm; SAC Hit List: "Eye of the
whatever we received."
o'clock "
Netherlandi": PSC 050
Needle"; Winants Aud.; $1.50 with
In the United States, Fukuda settled
Mr. Fukuda will strike out for a twoFriday
ID
down to his studies and more social work.
month tour after leaving Hope, which will
3:30 pm: Chemistry seminar: Dr.
When studying In Connecticut, he spent
Sept. 26, Sunday
include Hawaii, West Samoa, Fiji, George H. Schenk, Wayne State,
his summer days working as a cook for a
4:00 pm; Guest Recital: Edward
Australia, New Zealand, Papua New "Florescence Activation of Benzonlc
wealthy Cape Cod family, and his sumParmentier, harpsichordist; Wichers
Guinea, and mainland China. Fukuda will Acids": PSC 050
mer nights running a "Settlemant
Aud.
be using his tour to expand the Mieji
House" for urban youths. Like the black
7:30 and 10:00 pm; SAC Hit List;
Sept. 28, Tuesday
Gakuin International program to Include
youths he worked with, Fukuda was fre"Eye of the Needle"; Winants Aud:
areas of the globe previously Ignored.
3:15; Humanities Colloquium:
quently subjected to subtle discriminaConcluding our chat, I went home to c$1.50 with ID
Konstantine
Perlianis,
foreign
tion. He said it was hard to tell whether It
2 5 Sat
check my recording, but found it blank.
'
wrday
department of the Ministry to the Ofwas the product of racial stereotyping, or
Fukuda was right. I should have used a
am-5:00 pm; AAUW used
fice of the Prime Minister of Greece,
lingering resentment of Japan's role In
Japanese recorder.
book tale; Holland Civic Center.
World War II
' Contemporary Greek Poltlcs"; Lub-

mm

Hope meets Tariho Fukuda,
Meiji Gakin Provost

Calendar

7:30 pm; SAC Saturday Night
Special: "Kind Hearts and Coronets";
Winantt Aud.; $1 with ID

bers Loft
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Arts

Drawings: Just Nouns in Space

nrnFor•r an eager but Inexoerlenpftd
inexperienced prospective artist, the instruction "It's easy;
you just do it like this" is not uncommon
but is generally insufficient. It leaves the
would-be master puzzled at the mystical,
magical manner by which the rhythmic,
articulate lines appear to flow "just like
that" from the teacher's pencil.
Often the ability to draw is chalked up
to inherited talent by the frustrated student who, unfortunately, abandons drawing. But Mr. Robert Vickers, professor of
Art, declares In the syllabus to his Basic
Drawing course "There is no such thing
as inherited talent...Drawing involves
hard work. It is demanding self-discipline
and the demands do not cease." Because
Mr. Vickers approaches drawing as a
realistic though difficult endeavor rather
than a fantastical spiritual gift, many
students are aided in improving their
drawing ability, although, admittedly, all

^ not emerge as da mi
«ii
do
Vlncls. Above all,
inrough Vickers' conceptual insights and
rigorous requirements, each student has
the opportunity to develop and to deepen
his or her understanding of theories
underlying drawing as well as to Improve
the drawing process Itself. Students may
learn through the course to perceive the
world differently, as an artist does.
How does one teach drawing? It Is not a
process which can simply be explained
nor demonstrated; Idea and process must
accompany one another. Mr. Vickers
begins at the level of thought. He 1mmediately attempts to rid students of old
notions-old ways of seeing-replacing
these with new concepts which facilitate
drawing skills. In the studio, one can hear
Vickers challenge, with a glint in eyes
made beady for the comment, "this isn't
a bottle" as he holds a bottle up before the
skeptical class. "It's a series of lights,

„A middle tones,"
»» l,
n
darks, nand
hea continues.
"It's a noun in space." At first, this may
sound like nonsense and jargon from
another "weird artist" who delights In
confounding his Innocent audience. But It
is a basic and vital concept which Vickers
develops and reinforces throughout the
semester. It Is a legitimate attempt to put
into words that which Is part of the artlst's silent work process.
Vickers explains that as we grow up we
iearn to perceive the physical world
mainly In terms of the "nouns" that surround us and which are necessary for our
daily functioning. A child learns about a
chair, for example that it has four legs, a
seat, and a back. The word "chair" takes
on meaning as something to sit upon. If a
child were to draw a chair, he might exaggerate or emphasize the parts he
knows to be there-representing the legs
out of proportion or perspective in rela-

A Happy Ending for a New Conductor
by Beth Schilling
Once upon a time (about 20 years ago),
there was a third grader named Michael
Votta who lived in Detroit. The band
director came to his class one day to
recruit members for the band. Michael
thought that playing in the band sounded
llke lots of fun, so he talked, to his parents
about it that night. What Instrument
should he play? "I have an old clarinet In
the attic,' his dad said, "You can play
that." If they had known...
After taking private lessons for three
years, and not doing very well. Michael
switched teachers. "We don't want
Michael to have a career in music," his
parents told his new teacher, Emll Moro,
who became a very influential person in
Michael's life. "You're smart." Emil
sa
^*
In ninth grade, he was playing with
friends in the basement and went upstairs
to get something. His dad was playing an
old recording of the "1812 Overture" and
Michael became so engrossed that he
listened to It four times before his friends
found him. Another "top-40" addict converted to the classics.
After finishing high school In 1974,
Michael went to the University of
Michigan and took a variety of courses
his freshman year, Including private
clarinet lessons and band. The following
summer, he was very unhappy; he
wanted to be a music major but his
parents argued that there weren't any
jobs. And besides, he did have a high aptitude in science. "What about a double
major." his dad suggested. So Michael
petitioned the administrative board. "It
has never been done," they said, but they
gave him the list of requirements for majors in microbiology and music, and he
was responsible for fitting the classes
together. Four years later in 1979. he
graduated with a B.S. in microbiology
and a B.Mus. In clarinet performance. In
1982, he finally left U of M with two more
degrees-M.Mus. in clarinet performance
and M.Mus. in conducting. He misses
science; whenever he enters a hospital he
gets a twinge when he thinks of the exc i t i n g r e s e a r c h ^ b e l n g d o n e in
microbiology, but music remains his first
love.
At Hope,
. . Michael Votta is now the
Director of Bands (wind ensemble, jazz
band and pep band) and teaches private
clarinet lessons. When asked why he likes
conducting, Mr. Votta said that it is one of
the few things which comes naturally to
him and requires little thought. He spends
many hours analyzing the score tad then

pictures the piece in his head. His job is
then to respond to what the group is playing and through physical gestures, sculpt
the piece until It matches his mental Image. His conducting philosophy emphaslzes how to play the notes Instead of
simply when.
One of his main objectives, he says, is
to "try to sensitize them (musicians) to
each other and to me, "so that each performance is a "spontaneous creation"
and not a pre-programmed Imitation of a
famous interpretation. It's a "much
riskier approach" but also more exciting
and fulfilling. One of his greatest rewards
Is hearing "an Instant transformation" in
a piece after telling the group that they
need to be sensitive to each other. As a
teacher, the most fulfilling moments are
those spent listening to a student perform, but he hasn't had that experience at
Hope yet.
* * •(

•/.

PH^ V
& .

Votta cooducts the concert band
Why does he like to perform himself?
Because, "that's when the music
happens-when you become Brahms' 'Second Clarinet Sonata1.*1 Until then, music
is ]ust paper. One of the highlights of his
performance career was performing the
world premiere of a piece called
"Routine," written by William Neil, a

composer from U of M-a piece Mr. Votta
will be performing at his first clarinet
recital on Nov. 6. It is written for the
clarinet and electronic tape and imitates
a comic routine. The tape plays electronically altered sounds made by an audience (laughter, applause-backwards,
slowed down, speeded up) and the
clarinet Is the "comedian." It was
especially exciting to be part of the final
editing of the piece-the composer would
change notes and phrases once he heard
them actually played. At that point, the
niusic is no longer "just paper "
As for Hope, Michael Votta has dreams
for the Hope College bands. Eventually
he would like to see the wind ensemble
become instrumental groups - a wind
ensemble composed of a small number of
very good players and a band to which
anyone can belong. The wind ensemble
would play pieces which will require each
olaver to
to play
nlav one
ohp part.
nprt This
Thic will
u/iii increase
player
the musicianship and sense of personal
responsibility in each member. The band
would be a place for anyone who wants to
be involved in a musical group. A college
lit-.
• * •
. ..
.
like Hope, he feels, should have a musical
group where anyone will feel comfortable. He would also like to see two
jazz bands for the same reasons. This
year, after auditions, he was forced to
turn people away because the response
was so great, and he hopes never to have
to do that again.
If students have any suggestions or
Ideas, Mr. Votta would appreciate hearing them. His office Is Room 115 In
Nykerk Hall and he can't be missed-he is
dark-haired and dark-eyed and is the only
music faculty member wearing
cranberry-colored Etonic running shoes.
Wind Ensemble concerts are scheduled
for Oct. 6 and Nov. 12, and the Jazz Band
will be playing on Nov. 16. Votta will be
playing In Faculty Chamber Concerts on
Oct. 17 with Anthoney Kooiker (pianist)
and on Nov. 21. and he will be giving a
clarinet recital accompanied by Joan
X|/t „ IUOV/ VI1
Conway (pianist)
on Nov. u6..
So that's the story. Everyone is happyHope College, Michael Votta and even his
parents (they're thrilled that he got a job
doing what he loves). In all the bleakest
moments-when he can't get any basoonlsts or the brass section is out of vuiro
tune--he thinks, "this Is what I want to do." A
friend has developed a running formula
which he applies to his musical career; if
'x' is every exhillaratlng experience and
'y'is all the drudgery, 25y equals x.
But the "x's" are worth it.

.. . ... I . .
tlon to the rest of it. The drawing comes
out loking like a four-legged spider
because he draws what he thinks a chair
looks like rather than what he sees. Many
carry this conceptual approach to drawing Into adulthood.
Learning to draw Is, In part, learning to
dismiss the conceptual Importance of a
thing and to replace It with the ability to
see and record what is visually present.
This takes hard work and willingness to
change established thought patterns.
^ reinforces that in
r
Vickers repeatedly
order for an artist to represenra chalr-a
three dimensional object on the two
dimensional surface of his paper -he must
pry aside his ingrained inclinations. He
must realize that, for the purpose of his
drawing, the object is nothing more than
shapes, lines, and tones surrounded by
other shapes, lines, and tones. Objects
are only one part of the visual environment; space, for example, is of equal importance. Vickers advises to look at the
space between shapes-the "negative
space"-and to account for that in a drawing.

But of course, the understanding of this
theory is not enough in Itself to insure a
student's success, nor can the theory be
fully grasped until it Is paired with the
process It Indicates. Thus, most of each
two-hour class is spent practicing. Mr.
Vickers drives his students hard, requiring that they maintain a high energy level
as they literally return to the drawing
board
and again. Con. again
. and again
ccepts,
e
8such 8as
8 the o one
ne
described
above,
P '
d e s c r i ^ above,
m a y be casuall
y discussed at the beginna c ass
^
^
session, but they are most
ra hicall
8 P
y developed through practical
a
PPiicatlon. If the assignment is to block
out wlth lar
8 e Wack chalk the structure of
a
rou
^ P
^ottles-in relation to its env ron ien
* ' J ^ course-Mr. Vickers briskly
class to work and stalks around
t h e 8 e m l c i r c l e of
easels, carefully eying
t h e a t t e m t s an
P
d making both general
and
comments
. . specific
•
- v r ' "to Individual
J 4 : r
8 u
t dents and to the entire class as they ocCU
j
" ^ P ^ 2 ^ the lights, darks,
middle tones, he might remind the
a8
f•
^
works appear particularly
mil/lriv
tHo whole,
U/hnln he
Ha might
m i rtV> f comment,
nnrrs
muddy nn
on the
"A fuizy drawing means a fuzzy mind."
In addition, he points out successful examples, though he is sparing with his
praise. Giving Immediate feedback by
reacting to what students produce links
the vocabulary used to explain drawing
concepts or skllls--"nouns" in space,
structure, tone--to their visual and
kinesthetic counterparts, thus rendering
drawing theory comprehensible and the
procss of drawing, itself, possible.
Jerome Bruner in his On Knowing:
Essays for the Left Hand remarks.
"There is something antic about creating,
although the enterprise be serious. And
there is a matching antic spirit process, it
is the creative one. Antic and serious and
silent." The same could be said for the
teaching of the creative process. Adding
ounces of sweat to the seriousness, one
has a sketchy description of what a student experiences through the occasional^ verbal, rigorous discipline taught success u
' ^y
Vickers.
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Nykerk traditions continue
k

^
^ ^ ftlthinan ana
sophomore women, coaches, morale
guys, fun, laughter, tears, friendshipsnew ones made, old ones strengthened.
Nykerk Is song, play, oration, and much,
m C n r
^ r ? !Nykerk began in 1936 when the women
of Hope College felt they needed an activIty as a couiiterpart to the guys "Pull".
First, powderpuff football was chosen.
However, the faculty and administration
felt that the activity should be more
an
dIjwL.
P r o f e s s o r » ^obn
foriTlulate<1
16
1*
speech,
and drama competition between the
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f r e s h m a n and sophomore classes, play, call Sberyl or Pam at x6591. AudiNykerk has been a tradition and a part of •• tions for the '85 play cast will be Sunday,
Hope ever since.
October 3rd, at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. (location
This year the tradition of Nykerk will to be announced at the general meeting).
continue with the competition between Time and location for the '85 oration audithe classes of 1985 and 1986, on the 30th of tions will be announced at the general
October, 1982.
meeting.
x^is year's sophomore coaches are
The class of 1986 will be coached by
Sheryl Baar and P a m Cushman for song; Rhonda Hermance and Jul! Harper for
Elona VanGent for oration and Kristen song. Dawn Dewitt and Ardie Zwghuizen
VerSteeg for play. Auditions for the song for oration, and MaryLynn McNally and
accompanist will be Monday and Tues- Melissa Most for play. Auditions for the
day, October 4 and 5, from 6:30 to 7 p.m. '86 play will be held Sunday and Monday,
They are also looking for a woman drum- October 4 and 5, from 7-9 p.m. Oration
mer and string bass player. If you can auditions will be Monday and Tuesday,

NightandDay reflects N.Y.C. life

J.L. Murphy Hairstyling
*Haircut

7.00

*Blow Dry

M0.00

* Perms

$

30.00

(Cut Included)
*Special Wed. Only
39 W. 10th
2 Blocks from Campus

Phone 392-6200

Ocotber 4 and 5, from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Bring with you an original oration, poem,
essay, or creative piece (no time ftmit).
Three weeks of practicing, fun and
triends will culminate into what Nykerk
is all about: unity. After everyone has
given her best and the winning class is
anounced, the celebration begins when
we all "meet ya in the middle".
The Nykerk committee, headed by
Kathy Worden, invites you to come to the
General Meeting September 29th at 6:00
p.m. in the Chapel. Come experience
Nykerk again or for the first time. And bring a friend!

2 Haircuts-Yours
& a Friends . . . . MO.OO
(Cut Only)
With Ad
MEN & WOMEN

SAC'S HIT LIST
ibkrvea

stranger
is easy.
TbkiUabver
is not

by Tim Emmet
Joe Jackson's latest album. Night and
Day, is a musical message about New
York City. When Joe Jackson came to
New York to record a new album, he was
amazed by the diversity of the city. Each
of the songs is about some experience
dealing with the metropolitan scene. The
opening cut on the side entitled "Night",
is "Another World"-"! stepped into
another world, another world." "TV
Age" attacks boob tube addicts and is
probably the most biting song on the
album. John Lennon's assassination
sparked Joe Jackson to compose
"Target"-"Black, white, day, night - n o
one's fussy, I'm a target." "Steppin' Out"
is a salute to the partying nature of New
York.
Side two, entitled "Day", marks a
slowdown of the music. Joe Jackson
seems to imply that the "Night" side is
wild, while the "Dnv" side is more slow

and business-like. Nevertheless, the
music continues to draw you on. "Breaking us in two" means the lady you picked
up the night before must leave: back to
work. "Cancer" heralds the warnings of
the abuses of the big city. "Real Men"'
and "Slow Song" both attack the gay bars
and discos of New York.
Lyrically, this is probably Joe
Jackson's finest album. Musically, it is
equally as strong, basically because he
uses soul, reggae and blues. There are no
guitars except for the bass, but the music
moves right along.
This album is completely different
from Jackson's previous works. And what
really makes this album worthwhile is
knowing that there is an artist who can
completely change styles, yet maintain
an excellent level of musical quality.
Listen for this album on WTAS 610 AM. '

Weekend Review
The dance sponsored by Kollen Hall
was a smashing success Saturdy night.
What made this one so different from all
the other Hope College dances? Perhaps
it was the five-man air band who antics
entertained the student-filled DeWitt
patio. Not only was there a large number
of students there, but almost all of them
were dancing! Those who were not dancing were sitting on ledges, perhaps feeling as if they were at a rock concert.
SDR's charismatic appeal kept the patio
full until their last number, which was

Just a energetic as the first.
What does SDR stand for? "service,
devotion and recognition,"is the answer
you'll get if you ask Kurt DeVette, Chuck
Visser, Brian Jet, Tom Brady or John
VanderStarre. Rumor has it that the intials SDR may bear some other
significance, but that will be left up to the
imagination for the time being. So, if you
missed the dance last Saturday, be sure
to catch the next one. And who says that
there's nothing to do at Hope College on
the weekends?

RADIO FREE AMERICA
THE NEWEST PROGRAMMING CONCEPT
IN AMERICA

EYB OF THE NEBOUl
iRi-a-

Friday 7:30 & 10 p.m.

NEW MUSIC — THE ALTERNATIVE lO"'"

United Artists

Saturday 10 p.m.

w

PRESENTS

^
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THE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM

The Saturday Night Special
Kind Hearts and Coronets
Starring Alec Guiness in 8 roles
Saturday 7:30 p.m.
Winants Auditorium

Hit List •l.SO
Special '1.00

A s u a Of SPICE
IMAGINATlVt ENTERTAINMENT
CREATIVE • INFORMATIVE
V
SPECIAL INTERVIEWS y
MUCH MORE

THE RADIO SHOW — NOW HEARD ON

610 AM WTAS
5PM FRIDAY
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Hope's Heeres collapses under the blow of a DePauw Tiger (photo by Tom
Wagner)

An old dictim assures us that time heals
all wounds. If this Is indeed true, then old
man time was especilly generous with his
healing power to the seven days between
the 27-7 pasting that the Hope College
football team suffered at the hands of
Wabash and their own 48-7 anlhllatlon of
DePau w4J nl verslty.
Head coach Ray Smith expressed his
emotions about the proverbial shoe on the
other foot succinctly, saying "It feels
great! Last week we had high expectations but a poor performance. This week
we also had high expectation, but a fine
performance."
It was apparent from Hope's first offensive series that their fortunes were going
to be different than they had been the
previous week. After the Orange and Blue
defense held the DePauw offense on its
first possession, Todd Holstege went to
work from the DePauw 45 yard line. The
senior tailback carried the ball four times
for 47 yards (there was a sack for nine
yards in the drive) as Hope covered the
distance in seven plays, with sophomore
quarterback Greg Heeres optioning In
from the four. Sophomore Randy Smith
kicked the PAT to make the score 7-0.

This first offensive drive was an Important factor In the game for Hope, beside
the fact that It gave them the lead. During
this first tirive the Flying Dutch offense
was able to establish two aspects of their
attack, the rushing game and consistency, that were largely lacking In the
previous week's contest. On the next offensive possession, the rushing attack
was complemented as Hope was able to
pass the ball effectively.
After the defense again played superbly
in holding the Tigers In their own territory, Hope took over on their own 15
yard line. Heeres, In his first start of the
season, directed the offense 85 yards In
eight plays in Hope's most impressive
drive of the afternoon. Over the course of
the drive, Heeres was three for three in
the passing department as each of the
aerials was right on the money. Holstege
went in for the touchdown from the nine to
give Hope a 13-0 advantage.
The paritsan crowd of 3924 at Holland
Municipal Stadium didn't have to wait
long for more Hope scoring as they
received gratification almost Immediately after Smith's kick. The ball came off
the kicking tee with a strange wobbly spin

Victors 2, Hope 1
by Jane Bursma and Ubby Roets
Hope's Dutchmen had an unsuccessful
week on the road. However, this was not
due to a lack of effort on their part. They
played Central Michigan University on
Monday, September 13, and Michigan
State on Friday, September 17. In both
cases they suffered tough 2-1 losses.
In Monday's game against Central, the
lone goal was scored by Dave Bopf with
an assist by Scott Borcyk. Kevin Benham
sustained an injury requiring ten stitches
above his eye, but Benham rallied from
this Injury to play an excellent game Friday against Michigan State.
The whole team played excellently
against Michigan State. Senior striker
Todd Kamstra made a penalty kick for
Hope's goal. Despite their loss Hope controlled the first half action, and Coach Af-

man was very pleased with the way his
team had improved and played as a unit.
This past Tuesday Hope opened league
play at Adrian. If they continue to play as
weH as they did on Friday, against MSU,
Hope should be a strong force In MIAA action.
Tomorrow and Saturday, Hope will be a
guest at Aurora, Illinois for a tournament. Hope will take on Aurora College
Friday In the opening game, and either
Wlsconsln-Parkslde or Blackburn, 111. on
Saturday.
As Hope's first five games were away,
they are looking forward to playing at
home. They play Calvin at home on
Wednesday, September 29 at 3:30 p.m.
Calvin Is one of their biggest rivals and it
should prove to be a super game.

and the DePauw return man was never
able to get a firm grasp on the ball.
Sophomores Scott Donze and Scott
Jecmen were both on the fumble with
Donze getting credit for the recovery.
Three plays later, a pass reception and a
r u n by J u n i o r f u l l b a c k J o h n
VanderStarre, and a lunge by Heeres,
and Hope held a 20-0 lead. Coach Smith
addressed himself to this Hope scoring
surge, saying "Three touchdowns in the
first quarter was beyond our wildest Imagination."
DePauw, however, was not ready to
play dead Just yet, as the Tiger's fine
quarterback Tracy Clifford went to work.
Clifford directed the DePauw offense 63
yards in 13 plays to cut the Hope lead to
20-7 with 12:29 left In the half.
Hope's only consequential mistake of
the game occured during this DePauw
drive. The Tigers had a 4th and seven
situation on the Hope 28 yard line and
were set up for a 45 yard field goal attempt. With DePauw behind by three
touchdowns, a 45 yard field goal hardly
seemed probable, but Rich Bonaccorsl
was wide open anyway and caught the
ball for the first down to allow the Tiger
drive to continue.
After stopping the Hope offense,
DePauw was driving again when senior
defensive h a l f b a c k Rich B u r r e l l
recovered on the Hope 37 yard line to halt
the DePauw momentum.
Burrell was also an Important performer In the next Hope touchdown as he
Intercepted a Clifford pass on the
DePauw 30 yardllne and returned It to the
nineteen. On the next play Heeres lofted a
beautiful o v e r the shoulder pass to
sophomore fullback Mike Sturm, who
tucked In the ball and took three hits
before being brought down at the one.
Sturm bulled in for the TD on the next
play to give Hope a 27-7 advantage, the
halftime score.
The second half was very similar to the
first In that the Hope team was the dominant squad throughout. Hope scored three
more touchdowns In the half, two on
passes from Heeres, and one on a 4 yard
run by Sturm, to achieve the final tally of
48-7. Senior wingback Bob Constant and
VanderStarre were recipients of the final
two touchdown passes.

Statistically It was clear why Hope
won In such a convincing manner. The
Plying Dutchmen had a sizable 356-249
advantage in total yards gained, and also
had the better first down statistic, 22-16.
The only statistical advantages that the
visitors held were In the categories of turnovers and penalties. The Tigers were
penalized 18 times for an astounding 176
yards (nine and 60 for Hope), and they
turned the ball over four times (Hope had
none).
Individually, Hope had several players
that put forth superior performances.
Heeres was 13 of 21 for 180 yards through
the air with two of his passes being
touchdowns. He also scored two
touchdowns on the ground. Holstege carried the ball 22 times for 148 yards and
one touchdown. Sturm and senior end
Warren Kooyers each caught three
passes, with one of VanderStarre's going
for a touchdown.
Defensively, Burrell and Donze each
picked up a fumble, while Burrell and
Jecmen were each credited with an Interception, Jecmen returning his 48
yards. Junior defensive end Dan
Druskovlch also had a fine performance
Th«

opponont for th« Flying Dutchman

will b« OtwHln of th« Ohio Athi^ic Confof«nc«.

This it th# f i n t m—ting • v * f b#t-

ween the two tquodt to history connot be uied to indkote Hope's probability of success.
Howover. Smith odmittod with honosty rothor
thon over-confidence boforo th# sooson that
"Oenorolly Oberlln is not ono of tho top tooms
in the Ohio Athlotk Conforonce."
Th# gome has been d#signot#d by th#
POw#rs that b# os H#Htog# Doy, ond kkkoff
will b# at 1 .*30 ot Hoilond Municipoi Stodium.

DEL'S
Qultars-Banjoa
Mandolins and
Fiddlas
String Inatrumants
Conatruction
Rapalra

23 E. 8th
Holland

Durfys Pizza
Free Delivery to all college housing

12" Cheese Pizza
*3.50
50C ITEMS 50C
Green olives, Italian sausage,
pepperoni, extra cheese (counts
as two items), fresh green peppers, onions, mushrooms and
new HAM, 7 & 8 ond 9th Items

are FREE.

NOW
OPEN
Phone Answered 10-11:30

6772
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Cross-Country's Preparation Pays Oft
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by Steve Underwood
"We are In dire need of people who can
consistantly come to the fore," said Hope
Men's Cross Country Coach William
"Brothuh" Vanderbilt at the beginning of
the season. "The key thing is to get consistant performances from our seasoned
veterans."
So far the Flying Dutchmen have gotten
these performances. And subsequently
they have cruised to a pair of invitational
victories in this young season.
Hope fended off challenges from Siena
Heights, Aquinas and four other teams in
the Hope Invitational at the Holland
Country Club on Tuesday, September 14 to
score 41 points. Then the Dutch wiped out
the team field at the Great Lakes Colleges
Association meet at Wooster, Ohio last
Saturday scoring an excellent 30 points.
"It was very encouraging," stated The
Bilt. "I think this says something about
the amount of preparation that many of
the runners did this summer. They
(several of the runners) set out to run 1000
miles this summer, and although they fell
a bit short, they still ran over 800 miles."
Hope's Steve Underwood won his 3rd
consecutive Hope Invite, taking the lead
at the 2-mile mark, and finishing in 25:37.
Siena Heights, which finished with 52
points, 2 ahead of Aquinas, provided the
next two runners 38 seconds later.
Brian Taylor, as high as 2nd for part of
the race, ended up 6th in 26:24 for the
Dutch. Dutchmen Mark Southwell (8th26:48), Dick Hoekstra (9th-26:56), and
Scott VandeVprde (17th-27:37) closed out
Hope's scoring. The other varsity Hope
runners, Jeff Crumbaugh (22nd-27:54),
and Simon Hatley (30th-28:23) raced in
soon after.
The Hope Invite Individual race (JV) is
usually a Hope-dominated affair; but it
was even more so than usual this year as

the Dutch took the first six spots and 12 of
17 overall.
Steve "Eley" Elenbass was the first
runner to cross the line with a 27:46. Marty Schoenmaker ran one of the best races
of his career to take 2nd (28:17). Mike
Schmuker (3rd-28:23), Rick Webster (4th28:32), Steve Crumbaugh (5th-28:41) and
Rick Krieger (6th-29:20) continued the
Dutch streak.
Other Dutch finishers included Dan
Dunn (8th-30:ll), Frank Skrocki (9th30:50), Brett Crock (llth-31:58). Bob
Bergstrom (12th-32 :01). Rich Helder (13th32:22) and Vern Wendt (15th-33:07).
Hope's 30 point total in the GLCA meet
was 57 better than 2nd place Ohio
Wesleyan. Wabash, Albion, and Oberlin
were close behind OW.

Hope runners ran well and made strides toward greater consistency (photo by
Jeanne Theisen)

Underwood again was victorious, this
time in 26:41. Taylor lost a grueling struggle with a Wabash harrier and settled for
an excellent 3rd in 27:02, a second behind
his foe.
Southwell (5th-27:26), Hoekstra (10th27:46) and VandeVorde (llth-27:47) gave
Hope an awesome 5 of the top 11 finishers.
The next five-some of J. Crubaugh
(17th-28:19), Eley (20th-28:29), Webster
(23rd-28:43), Hatley (25th-28:49), and
Schmuker (34th-29:16) gave Hope 10 of the
top 34 runners.
Other Hope runners included Schoenmaker (30:39), Dunn (30:49), Skrocki
(31:25) and Crock (32:34). No places were
available on these runners.
The big plus for the Dutch was that they
got those consistent performances. In
each of the first three races, time trial included, Hope's top five was the same.
.Hope's next meet will be Friday, October 1 at the Notre Dame Invite.

Classifieds
Hear HOPE COLLEGE FOOTBALL this Saturday

lily 3 loon

SDR we love you too the Fat Bottom Girls

Hoio Shanlta: School is not the some without

Hope all your B-day wishes came true Jen-

Never play leapfrog with a unicom

ny...The (4) escorts

you. What a void! Hable. Hable. Hable. Love.
Buch

"God Is a comedian-comedlanne with on ou-

cosmic Sunie-who's not mature yet

dience that is afraid to laugh."--George Burns

Dear Cherl, hope to see you at Skiies. next

Reach 85 Pull Team! let's do It together!

time leave the glosses. Ron ond Neia

85 Pull Coaches: We love you!

lecture by Dr J. Motlff, today at 11 In Peale 27

the nation with a live address from President

86 Pull-64 supports you all the way 11

Reagan. Keep Informed with the world at

The first recipient of the Taylor award Is D.

Heldl-the spikes were fun, what's next
BJH

Rudolph, How about the Bahamas
and Midgin

large on WTAS 610-103.3, your direct connectlon to the outside world I

Craig for going to the trash, trying to fly, be-

Julie-will

ing

X-mas

Bring your dirty cor to the Sigma Sigma car

Remember

wash on Saturday Sept. 25 from 9 am to 1 pm,

everything peters out, by failing to gain a

ot the Total gas station, comer of 13th and
River

cosmic experience

beginning at 1:15 pm live on WTAS 610 A M FM
cable 103.3 as the Dutchmen take on Oberlin!
Illiterate

Write now for FREE help! Notional

Education Deportment,

1600 Pennsylvania

Ave. Washington PC
At 5pm Monday. WTAS (olned stotions across

October

16 is Homecoming-and

Sweetest

famous

and
hold

keeping
you

TC

head

Mike Stevens, who are you

amused.

high

when

RL

Apples, Apples, Apples! 11

you

give

me

a

golllmule

you ore

for

BJH

nine

Spocy

Keep smiling. I love you. MVH

Need a break to see what the real world is
like

Try the Philadelphia Urban Semester

Program. Talk to a Phllly Rep on Tuesday.

Interested In one. a pair, or a group of them. bers from 4-5, or see Prof. Muiderman in the

blue and orange or red and white. The Sigma

we give discount rates

Econ

love you neighbor!

Rugfeet, thanks for feeding B. Get well soon!
Smollfrye
Cheryl. Is the wedding still on for Friday

son would be a carnation corsage In either

SHUNS-Where ore you when I need help in

Lacey

JVH-How does It feel up there on cloud

We raise select breeds of fruit flies. K you're Sept. 28 In the Kletx from 11-1 or In 219 lub-

23. 24, 27, 28, and 29 In Phelps during lunch
and dinner hours

considering grad school, moke It a

point to attend "Preparing for Grad School", a

Day! The perfect surprise for that special per-

Sigma sorority will be taking orders on Sept.

Attention all under- and upperclossmen: If

Business-Econ building for more Info.

MRP: Great job on the ads so far. Keep it up!
BGC
Roomie: get better fast. Remember we were
going to be healthy this year

Bunny Corset

To Mom ond Dad: I miss you, see ya soon. Kris

Burn"

ing Items: 1981-82 Arcadian Fraternity Com-

Happy Birthday Ellen B. let's celebrate H In
New York City, kris

Hey girls. I think I'm allergic to fruit flies!

posite Photo. 3'x3' painted Arcadian plaque. If

Fronk-we finally put it in "deanchor"!

you have them or have any information as to

PJ "you've got a friend" kris

Hey Michele. what happened to "Burn Jane The Arcadian Fraternity Is missing the follow-

Needed: one typist. Must be willing to work

their whereabouts, please call 6720 and ask
long hours one day per week for a minimal
for Pete
amount of money. Fringe benlflts: your name
in print in every issue of the anchor, an op- Typing-Outstanding quality. Pica or elite type,

Kim-Even 800 miles couldn't keep us apart. I
iove you, kris .

couch took a walkl But who did turn out the

portunity to work with some great people, so you can squeeze it or spread It. Will correct
ond an opportunity to learn about |ounollsm. minor speillng-grammor-punctuotion errors.

Hey YugoGang: Everybody loves Yogurt!

llghtt on Mom and her new children

For more info, contact the anchor, ex. 6578.

OT; I Broke my leg Factor 3
Factor 3:1 broke 3 legs OT
Thanks to Se*. Drugs and Rock 'n Roll, Mom's

Fast service. Call 335-2835.

Mike Stevens. Where ore you

Rl

V

